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Paul’s Software Recommendations
(as of June 2019)

Antivirus & Anti-Malware

Avast Antivirus

- Freeware, contains ads for it’s premium version

- No scheduled scans in free version

- Free premium trial on installing

- Manual scanning required, available on premium

- Keeps an up-to-date record of viruses and general Malware

- Scan computers for potential threats

- Removes threats or qurranteens them

- Can check for, and update, programs

Malwarebytes

- Freeware, contains ads for it’s premium version

- Scheduled scans available

- Scans every part of your computer including memory, startup files and the

regrestery

- Keeps an up-to-date record of viruses and general Malware

- Scan computers for potential threats

- Removes threats or qurranteens them

Protection

Glasswire

- Adds additional functionality to existing Windows Firewall

- Alerts when something new is accessing the internet (i.e. a newly installed

program)

- Show a graph of program usage of the internet connection

- Premium version allows for blocking individual applications, more detailed

reports

ProtonVPN (advanced)

- Provides IP protection to help conceal location

- Free premium trial

- Connections nodes across the world

- Premium version allows for faster speeds and P2P network connections
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Clean Up

CCleaner

- Cleans up temporary files and registry entries

- Clear browser history and saved passwords

- Caution required when setting up, some setting can cause problems

BleachBit

- A through cleaner

- Works well in conjunction with CCleaner

- Caution required when setting up, some setting can cause problems

Utility

Speccy

- Shows hardware installed

- Displays computer component temperatures

- Shows useful system information

Launchy

- Indexes installed program files

- Allows for quick launch of programs

- Search shows list of potential matches

Everything

- Index all of the files on your computer

- Search for file and sort by fields (locations, date modified, size, type)

- Advanced search options

TreeSize Free

- Analyse a folder or whole hard drive

- Visually show where large files are

- Delete or move files from within the program

IO Bit Driver Booster

- Scans computer to find out of date drivers

- Download and installs drivers
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Browser

Brave

- Built in protection from harmful sites, phishing and malware

- Option to block scripts

- Recommended for less tech savvy users

Firefox

- More secure and private than most browsers

- Requires a few plugins to be secured

Extensions (Firefox)

Standard

AdBlocker Plus

- Blocks ads from loading

- Good/ bad for YouTube

- Great for news sites, ebay, Google

Self Destroying Cookies

- Removes cookies when you close your browser

- Highly customisable for advanced usage

Advanced

NoSctipt

- Blocks sites from running scripts. Note: Will break some sites

- Highly customisable and adjustable

uBlock Origin

- An advanced alternative to AdBlocker

- Blocks more elements

- Can cause some sites to not work

- Highly adjustable
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Suggested Computer Maintenance Schedule
Start of the Month

Make sure your software is up to date (Avast)

Uninstall any programs you are not using/ don’t need

Run CCleaner

Weekly

Run Avast

Run Malwarebytes

Daily

Be aware of the sites you visit

Distrust offers and emails

Empty recycling bin

Turn computer off

Turn WiFi off?


